Mid-term Team Feedback Instructions

1. For each team member (except yourself):
   - Provide one “thank you for…”
     For example: Thank you for keeping us focused on answering the RAQ questions.
   - Provide one “I wish you would…”
     For example: I wish you would add your comments earlier in our discussions, because you usually lead us in a good direction.

2. Allocate points to your teammates. You may award a total of 50 points (do not assign points for yourself). You could award all team members 10, or you could decide to give more points to teammate that you feel follow team contribution guidelines and fewer points to those who may not.

3. Print one copy and cut it into strips, so that you can place your comments in your team’s mates envelope at the end of class on [date]. MAKE SURE TO BRING THE FEEDBACK STRIPS TO CLASS [date]

4. Submit a copy of your team feedback to the Team Feedback Assignment Drop Box under Case File 2 by [date]
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